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1. IKTR~DuCTI~N 
While the class of completely monotonic functions introduced by S. Bernstein 
in 1914 has many applications, the most interesting thing seems to be the fact 
that if a function and all its derivatives are each of constant sign in [- 1, 11, 
it is an analytic function. Interest in this subject has been recently revived by 
Boas [2] in a survey article. In 1942 Boas and Polya [4] made a significant 
generalization of the ideas of Bernstein and Widder by studying the influence 
of the signs of derivatives of different orders on the analytic character of the 
function. While Bernstein required the information on the sign of all the 
derivatives, Widder [9] showed that f(x) is necessarily an entire function of 
exponential type if (- 1 )“f(““)(~) 3 0 for / x ] < 1 and n -- 0, 1, 2,.... 
After the result of Widder in 1942, there was a spurt of activity in this field. 
For a detailed bibliography we refer to [2]. We would like to emphasize, in 
particular, the following result of Boas and Polya [4]: 
Let (n,}, (qk} be two sequences of positive integers, {nk} strictly increasing. Letf (x) 
be real-valued and of class C-[-l, 11. For k == I, 2,..., Zet f(“k)(x), f(n~~+z**)(x) 
not change sign in [- 1, I] and Zet 
.f’““‘(x)f(nk+zq,)(x) 2< 0. (1.1) 
I. Ifnk - nk-r = O(1) and qk. = O(l), thenf(x) coincides in [-1, l] with 
an entire function of growth not exceeding order 1 and jinite type. 
II. If n, - nSPl = O(n,“), qk == O(n,S) and Ct qi = O(nJ where 6 is 
fixed, 0 < 6 < 1, then f(x) coincides on [-1, I] with an entire function of finite 
order not exceeding 1 /( 1 - 6). 
III. If nk - t~~-r = o(n& qr: = o(nJ, C,” qj = O(nP), then f(x) coincides 
on [ - 1, l] with an entire function. 
As Boas has remarked, “the proof of the theorem except for Chebyshev’s 
theorem on best approximation is entirely elementary, although rather exacting.” 
The proof uses inequalities of Markoff and Bernstein, the sign alternating 
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property of polynomials of best approximation and Kolmogorov’s inequality 
for a finite interval. 
The object of this investigation is to weaken hypothesis (1 .I) and to study 
the influence of the signs of a sequence of linear differential operators applied 
to a given function fc F-1, l] on its analytic character. In other words, 
the requirement that flnl) and f(jl~*:y~c) not change sign in [- 1, 1] is replaced 
by the weaker requirement that certain linear combinations of the derivatives 
not change sign there. Our method of proof differs from that of Boas and Polya 
insofar as we do not use the analog of Chebyshev’s theorem or the analogs of 
Markoff’s and Bernstein’s inequalities in this setup. In fact we find it more 
convenient to obtain and to use a generalization of a result of Kloosterman [6], 
who investigates the relation between derivatives and divided differences. 
In Section 2 we give the preliminaries and the statement of the main theorem. 
Section 3 deals with two auxiliary theorems which generalize two theorems of 
Kloosterman [6, Theorems 1, 31. In Section 4 we use the auxiliary theorems of 
Section 3 to prove some inequalities which will be used later. Theorem 3 extends 
a result of Boas and Polya [4, Lemma 61, and Theorem 4 is an extension of an 
inequality of Gorny [5], also known as Landau-Kolmogorov inequality for a 
finite interval. Last, in Section 5 we sketch the proof of the main theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN THEOREM 
Let Y be a given positive integer and let h be a given real number. If {y& and 
{S,}? are two sequences of real numbers, we shall be interested in the two opera- 
tors 
dh(Y1 ,..., yr; 6, >..., S,)j(x) = fi (E - ehyj) fi (E - e”‘j)f(x), 
j=l j=l 
(2-l) 
-qY* 1.‘., yr; 6, ,..., S,)f(x) =: fi (D - yj) I”T (D - i$)f(x), 
j= 1 j=l 
D = $ , (2.2) 
where Et(x) =f(~ f h) is the shift operator. In the following pages we shall 
use the convention that nf=, aj = 1 when K = 0. 
We now consider the formal Newton series expansion 
fi (ehr - ehv9 = fj (x - Yj) iI G&” - 6) ..* (x - S7Jp (2.3) 
where the coefficients C,,, = Cr,& ,..., y,.; 6, ,..., 6,) are determined by the 
recursion formulas 
Cr.& ,..*, yr; 6, ,..*, 6,) 
(2.4) 
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where Cl,k-f+l(yr; 6j ,..., 6,) = [y,. , 6j ,..., 6,; .+‘I is the divided difference of 
eh~ on the nodes y,. , 6, ,..., 6, . It follows, in particular, that 
c..l(Yl ,..., yr; Sl> = fj [Yj , 61; ehfq = fi 
ehvj _ eh% 
j=l j=l Yj - % ' 
(2.5) 
We shall also consider a sort of inverse expansion 
fi tx _ yj> _ fi (ehL - e71yj) f b,,k(ei‘z - ehSl) ..* (eh3: - ehsk-l), (2.6) 
j=l k=l 
where the coefficients b,,, = b,,,(y, ,..., y,.; 6, ,..., 6,) are given by the recursion 
formula 
b+.,& ,..., or; 6, ,..., S,) 
(2.7) 
where 
bl,k-j+l(yr; Sj ,..., 6,) = 
1 
1nY e7”‘~, eh6j ,..., ehsk; T] (2.8) 
is the divided difference of In y/h on the nodes ehvr, eh8j,..., ehsx. In particular, 
we have 
b,.,,h y...> or; 6,) = ff ((yj - Sl)j(ehvJ - e”“l)), (2.9) 
3=1 
whence from (2.3), we see that 
b,,l(Yl 7-a.) YTi 4) G.l(Yl ?..., yr; 4) = 1. (2.10) 
When Y = 1, (2.5) and (2.6) can be written in a simpler way: 
ehm - ehy = (x - y) 1 [y, 6, ,..., 6,; ehy] (x - S,) ... (x - 13,~,), (2.5a) 
,:=1 
x _ y = (2.r - p) kzl [e”y, ehsl ,..., e”“k; +] ‘fJ (ehT - ehaj). (2.6a) 
Using the recursion formulas (2.4) and (2.7) and some properties of divided 
differences it is easy to see that 
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set 
m,,, = mr,k ( y1 ,..., yr; 6, , . . . . Sk) 
= max(l y1 I ,..., I yr I , I 6, I ,..-, I % I). 
(2.1 la) 
Then by induction on T, we can show from (2.4) and (2.7) that for k = 1, 2, 3,... 
we have 
The constants b,,, and C,,, above are also interconnected by the relation 
,t: b,,,(y, ,...) yr; 6, ,..., 6,) Cr+k~l,l--k+l(Y1 1.-., Y? , 61 >..., L1; 6, >...9 6) 
L 
(1 if E=l 
= 10 if I> 1. 
(2.13) 
Formula (2.13) can be derived easily from (2.3) and (2.4). 
We are now in a position to state our main result. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let {yy}F, be an injinite sequence of real numbers and let 
in,};, {qkj;D be two sequences of positive integers, with {nk.} strictly increasing. Set 
-K(O) = fi CD - Yih b = 1, 2,...; go(D) = 1. (2.14) 
j=l 
Let f(x) be a real-valued function E Cm[-1, l] and assume that Znk(D) f, 
.5? nk+29k(D) f do not change sign in [- 1, I] with 
=%,m f-I;P,k+2nki(w f G 09 k = 1, 2,.... (2.15) 
(I) If nB - n,_, = O(l), qk =: O(1) and y,< = O(l), then f(x) coincides 
in [- 1, I] with an entire function of growth not exceeding order 1 andfinite type. 
(II) Suppose nk - nk-l =: O(nkS), qk = O(nk6), 0 < 6 < 1, &, qj = 
O(n,). If 1 yp < A + 7 log k for aZE k f or some positive constants A and rl with 
71 < (I - S)jZ, then f(x) coikdes in [-I, l] with an entire function of firaite 
order not exceeding 1 /(I - (6 + 27)). 
(III) Suppose nL - nk-l = o(nk), qk = o(n,,), Cy=, qj = O(Q). If 
Yk = o(log h), then f (x) coincides in [- 1, l] with an entire function. 
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3. Two AUXILIARY THEOREMS 
We can now formulate two results which connect the operators defined by 
(2.1) and (2.2). 
THEOREM 1. Let Y, n be two positive integers and let h be a real number +O. 
If f (x) is a real function defined on I = [x, x + rh] which has derivatives up to 
order r + n - I in the interior of I andf (r+n-2) is continuous at the endpoints of I, 
then there is a number E in the interior of I such that 
4Yl >.-.s rr)f (x) 
n-1 
= El Cr,k(Y1 ,“‘> YG 6, )...> Sk) =qYl ,“., Yri 6, >.‘.Y %-,)f (x) (3.1) 
+ G,n(r1 ,...> yr; 6, ,..., h-1 , 0) -qYl ,..., Y& 4 T...F a,-,)f(E). 
This result expresses the A, operator in terms of the operators 9. The 
inverse problem is the subject of 
THEOREM 2. Let r, n be two positive integers and h + 0 a real number. Let f(x) 
be a real function defined on I[x, x + (n + r - 2) h] having derivatives up to 
order (n + r - 1) in the interior of I with the (n + r - 2)th derivative continuous 
at the end points of I. Then there is a number 77 in I such that 
= -& br,h >..., or; 8, >..., Sk) A(Yl ,“., Yri s, >..‘> s,-,)f(x) 
+ br,nh ,..., ~7; 6, ,..., 6-x , 0) G+r--1,d~1 ,..-> or , 6, ,...I L,; 0) 
x =qY, ,**., Yr; 6, 7...> s,-,)f (71). (3.2) 
Remark. The particular cases of Theorems 1 and 2 when all the y’s and S’S 
are zero were given by Kloosterman [6]. In this case formulas (3.1) and (3.2) 
reduce to 
n-1 
d,;f (x) = 1 PkPl(r) hr+k-lf (r+kpl)(x) + P,APl(r) hr++lf@fn--l)(~), (3.la) 
k=l 
n-1 
f(‘)(x) = 1 QpP1(r) hh’At+‘-!f(x) + Qnhl(r) hnP’f(r+n-l)(~), 
R=l 
(3.2a) 
where the numbers Pk(r),Qk(r) are given by the generating functions 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We first prove the result where r = 1. Repeated integra- 
tion by parts shows that 
n-1 
f(x + h) - ehyf(x) = C [y, 6, ,..., Sk; ehy] LQ; 61 ,..., Sk-l)f(x) 
I;=1 
Since 
+ j”:‘h [y, 6, ,..., S,-,; e(n+h-t)y] -4”(y; 6, ,..., S,_,)f(t) dt. 
(3.3) 
[Y, 6, >..‘, S,-,; e(a+h-t)u] = 
(x + h - V-l e(z+fb-t)c (~ _ l)! 
for some 5 between the max and min of y, 6, ,..., 6,-r , it follows that for 
x<t<x+ h, the kernel in the integral in (3.3) above does not change sign. 
Hence using the definition of C,,, in Section 2, we easily get 
S-1 
k=l 
+ G.,(r; 61 ,..a> Ll > 0) %G 6, t-.-, Ll)f(S), 
which proves (3.1) for r == 1. 
We now suppose that (3.1) is valid for all integers .<r. Then 
where 
* -qYl ,-.*7 yr+1; 61 3.e.t L)f(x) + R 
By (2.11) and (2.4), the result (3.1) then follows for r + 1. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. \Ve shall first prove this theorem for r = 1. Wc consider 
the functional Af defined by 
n-1 
4 = f'(x) - zf(4 - c bl,k(% 61 ,...* Sk) 4(Yi 61 >a.., Sk-,)f(x). (3.4) 
h!=l 
Observe that flf z= 0 wherlf = evx, e&lx,..., efin--lz, so that by Peano’s theorem 
Af _ \x i (?t-lVL 
J&(x -- t),)) z(r; 6, ,...> Sn-df(t) dt (3.5) 
‘I 
where 4(u) is the unique linear combination of eyU, eSlu,..., eSn-lu which satisfies 
the conditions 
p(0) z- 0, Y = 0, l,..., 71 - 2; p-y)> = 1 
and (x - t)+ E ${(x - t) + 1 x - t i}. It is easy to see that 
d(u) = [Y, 6, ,..., L; eUvl. (3.6) 
The function F(0) = (+((e - t)+)) E CM2 in [x, x + (KZ - 1) h] and vanishes 
outside this interval. Also F(B) h asazeroofordern- 1 atx+(n- 1)handa 
zero of order n - 2 at x. Since the number of zeros of F(8) is bounded above by 
(n - 1) + (n - 2) [8], it follows that F(B) has no zeros in the open interval 
(x, x + (n - 1) h). Hence from (3.5), we have 
~j = qy; 6, I..., s,-,)f(S) jzz+“‘-*lh 44((x + t>+>) dt. 
Replacingf by 1 in (3.4) and (3.5) we see that 
n-1 k-l 
s 
r+(Tr-1)h -Y - C b.k(y; 61 ,..., yk) (1 - ehy) n (1 - ehSj) 
44((x - t)+)) dt = 
k-l 1 
n-1 
r 
-Y J-J (-44 
= 4.&; 6, ,-**, k-1 > 0) c&y, 4 9*-., L,; 0) 
on using (2.5), (2.6a), and (2.8), which completes the proof of (3.2) when Y = 1. 
We now suppose that (3.2) has been proved for all integers <r. Then 
-q,l ,..‘) Yr+Jf(X) = ~(Yl P-.-F Yr) (f’(X) - rr+J@>) 
n-1 a-1 
= z b,,v(Yl Y*-.> Yr; sl ye-.) h) zv bl,k--v+lbr+l; ‘% ,-**, sk) 
. A(Y1 I..., yr+l; 6, ,.-., LJf(4 + R 
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where 
n-1 
. . . . h-1; 0) 
Using Theorem 1 for A& ,..., yr; 6, ,..., S,_,)f([,) with n = 1 and observing 
that 
and Cl,l(~,+l; 0) bl,d~~+~; 0) = 1, we have 
R = G+r.& >'.., yr+l , 6, >...> h-1; 0) 
n-1 
x 
I 
2 br,vh ,.a., YT; 81 Y.'.> 8") bl.n--v+hr+1; 4 ,a.., Ll 9 0) 
v=l 
* ~(Yl 3*.-Y y7+1; 61 ,...! a,-l)f(E"') 
+ b,,,(Yl ,***, 3/5-; 61 I'.., h-1 > 0) k1br+1; 0) 
* =qYl ,..., yr+1; 6, ,..., s,-lm')] - 
From (2.11) and (2.7) the result follows immediately. 
4. Two APPLICATIONS 
We shall now give two applications of Theorem 2, which will be used later 
to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let T and q be positive integers and let g(x) be a function dejned 
on [- 1, I] and hawing derivatives up to order Y + 29. Suppose 1 g(x)1 < M and 
Then 
%5 ,..., ~4 6, ,..., s,,> g(x) < 0 on II-17 11. 
=qYl ,--- , y7) g(x) < MCr+2q(r + 2q)” * exp(r + 2q + m,,2q) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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Remark. If yi = ... = yr = 8i = ... = 6,, = 0, then rnrgza = 0 and the 
estimate (4.2) reduces to a result of Kloosterman [6, formula (46)] with a 
slightly different constant. 
Proof. If we take n = 2q + I in Theorem 2 and use (2.11) and hypothesis 
(4.1) above, we observe that the remainder in formula (3.2) is negative. Hence 
we have 
where we have used the estimate (2.12). The number h must be so chosen that 
the interval [x, x + (r + 29 - 1) h] is contained in [--I, I]. We therefore take 
h = (r + 2q)-1 if ‘2: < 0 and -(Y + 24)-l if x > 0. The result now follows 
on observing that 
fi (1 + ehvj) ‘fil (1 + ehSj) < (1 t exp(m,,,,/(Y + 2q))‘+2* 
j=l 
and 
gl I h Ier e (kfr--l)(l+lblm,,~) -<, cr + q)’ e (r+24)(l-t(?n,.Zq/(T+2Q)))~ 
We now turn to another application of Theorem 2. Here we get a generaliza- 
tion of an inequality of Gorny [5]. The constant in our inequality is not the 
best, but it is enough for the proof of our main result. 
THEOREM 4. Let f (x) be defined on [ - 1, l] and Zet f (x) have all derivatives up 
toorderr+nin[-l,l].Set 
M T+k = max I S(Y, ,..., ~4 Sl ,..., rdf @>I , k = 0, I ,..., n. (4.3) z 
If/f (x)1 < M0 and M,.+n isfinite, then 
M, -< 2C’Ze(n+r)+2m,.,MUn/(‘~+r)(M~+r)r/(n+r), 
(4.4) 
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where 
m - ma4 y1 ! ,..., i yr 1 , i 6, i ,..., ! An i), r.n  C = 1 + exp(m,,,/(n + r)) 
and 
M* - max[M,+, , M,,C12+r(n f ~)n+~]. n+r _ (4.5) 
Pmof. By Theorem 2 with n replaced by n + 1, we have 
M, :< Mo f I b.,,(y, >..., Y,.; S, ,..., Sk)1 fi (I + ehv2) ‘z (1 + ehSt) 
k=l 1 j=l 
+ Mr+n . I 4-,n+& I..., yr; 6, ,..., S,, , O)l I Cn+r,l(yl ,...> Y,. 7% ,..., S,; O>l . 
Restricting ourselves to the case when / h 1 < l/(n + Y), we have 
4 (1 + ehy,) fi (1 + eh81) < Cn+r. 
j=l 
Hence using (2.12), we have 
j,,f, < 7;;;' 2 e(kft-l)(l+lhjm,,,) + MT+n I h ,n e(n+d(l+2~hh+,) 
k 1 
M Cn- 0 ebw)(l+lhlm,,,) 
’ Ih(’ 
+ M,+, j h In e(n+d(l+z/him,,,) 
<e n+r+2m,., M8,Cn+P + Mrfn , h ,“I . 
I h IT 
We now minimize the expression in braces above by choosing 
1 h j = C(MO/M,.+J1’(lZLr) if M,+, > Mo(C(y + n))r+n 
and 
I h i = l/(n + r) otherwise. 
Hence 
if Mn+r 3 M,(C(r + TZ))‘+~ 
otherwise. (4.6) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
5. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
In the following we set Mn = s~p1,1~, 1 6P,(D)f(x)l . Suppose without loss 
of generality that LFnle(D)f > 0 so that 9~,+zn,(D)f < 0. Set g(x) = zZ’~~-,(D)~, 
r = nL - nkP1, q = qr and M = M,,-, in Theorem 3. Also take yr ,..., yr 
409/61/r-10 
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equal to y7,-,+i ,..., yn, , respectively, and Sj = Yn,+j , j == I,..., 2q. Then the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied and we have 
Mnk < Mn,-,(n, - nJ& t 2qt;)nk-nk- 1 c~--~~-,+Z~L~~~-~~~~+BP~+K~ (5.1) 
where 
Kk = max(l Y~~,_,?~ I 7.-f I ynk+2Qn I> 
Ck = 1 + exp(lr(,/(n, - nkpl + 29,)). 
Putting n, = 0 and taking k = 1, 2, 3,... we have 
(5.2) 
j=l \v=l / j=l 
< j,,f&7)~,+2~~4~j ,Q (nj - nj-1 + 2qj)“‘-“‘-’ . exp (2 i Kj) . 
1 
(I) We now assume that 
nk - YZ~;-~ < H, qn- < H, YI; d K k = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
Then 
Ma, < M,,(2e)nk+2kH (3Hrk e2kH < M,, . A”k, 
where 
k = 1, 2, 3 )...) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
We shall now require Theorem 4 to enable us to get bounds on n/l, for 
nk < v < nk+l , k = 0, ,.... InTheorem4,taken+r=n,+,--n,,~=V-nn, 
and M,, = M,,.so that M,,, = MRk+. Now under our assumptions, the number 
C in (4.4) lies between 2 and 1 + eH z B. Hence from (5.6) it follows that 
MC+, in (4.5) is bounded above by 
max[M,A llk+l, j&,AnkBnk+l-nk(nlc+l _ nJQ+l-nk] 
= MoAnk{max[A, B(n,+, - TZ,)]}~~+~-~~ = MoAnk+l, 
since A > B(Tz~+~ - nl,), which is easy to see from (5.5). Hence from (4.4), we 
have 
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Since 2BH > 1 and k is arbitrary, the above estimate holds for all integers. In 
other words, we have proved that 
(5.7) 
where i j 1 < MO and Q is a suitable constant independent of tl. We now assert 
that for every positive integer I < n, we have 
(5.8) 
This is certainly true for Y = 0 and any positive integer n. If it is true for some 
positive integer r and any integer rz >, r, then we shall show that it is true for 
u+l andforeveryn>r+l. 
This follows immediately, since 
1 Drilnfil(D - yj)f( < ID’ ff (D- n)fI + \ 7n-r 1 / Drnffl(D -n)f/ 
I=1 .i=r i=l 
< M,(Q + B)T+l Q--l. 
Hence in particular we have for j x j < 1, 1 ~‘“‘(x)I < Mo(Q + B)“, 
n -= 0, 1, 2,..., which proves that f is an entire function of growth not exceeding 
order 1 and finite type. 
(II) In this case, we have 
nk - nkel < Hn,“, qr < fh6, il 4j < H% , 
\Ykj ,(_H+rllog~, 0 < ?-j < (I - q/2. 
From (5.5) we have 
where 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
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We shall again proceed as in Case I. Let nk < v < nlzfl , n + Y = n,,, - nk , 
Y = v - nk, MO =: -Mn,, so that Mn+? = Mnk,-= . The number C in Theorem 4 
is given b! 
C = 1 + exp((max(l hkcl I ,..., I Ye,+, I))i(+il - nd) 
-5 1 t exp((H + 7 log nk+l)/(nk+l - nl,.;)). 
The bound on M,*,, in (4.5) is given by 
Then by Theorem 4, we have 
Mv < 2Cflk+1-“{MOA11L . nk(6+2nhr, (n,+,-d/h,+,-n,) } 
b+zdn~+, (v--n*)lhkil-n~) x (MoA;‘+’ . n,,, } (5.12) 
where 
R= n, log $ + 
v - n, 
%+1 - n,. 
?zkfl log nlf+r - u log V. 
Boas and Polya [4] proved that 
Since 
R < H2n2,6,,ln, . 
nk+* < ~‘(1 - Hnf.;:f 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
it follows easily from (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14) that 
Mv < pv,,(6+2nh 
where P is a constant independent of n. 
By following the same reasoning as in Case I, we can show that for 
-1 <.x < 1, we have 
where PI is a fixed constant independent of n. This proves that f(x) is an entire 
function of finite order not exceeding l/(1 - (6 + 2~)). 
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(III) As in Boas and Polya, we see that in this case for any given E > 0, 
we have nk+r - n, < l zk+r , qk < l zk , 1 yK 1 < E log k, for sufficiently large k. 
The rest of the reasoning follows as in Case II. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is possible to require that the inequalities (2.15) hold in an interval [-Zk , ZJ, 
where I, does not approach zero too fast. In this case we can still show for example 
that in Case I if kZk ---f co as k + GO, then f(x) is an entire function. 
It appears that the conditions on yk in (I), (II) and (III) are the best possible 
in a sense. It seems that if {4(n)} is any given increasing sequence tending to 
infinity, then there exists a sequence of real numbers {yk} (in Case I) tending to 
infinity with j ylz 1 S< d(n) for all n such that for any {n,}, (qk} satisfying the 
conditions in the main theorem, there exists a function f(x) satisfying (5.2) 
for which the conclusion of (I) does not hold. 
Finally it is worth mentioning that a result analogous to that of Boas [3] 
can be proved along the same lines. 
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